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Abstract Standard dierential equation{based models of collective cell be-
haviour, such as the logistic growth model, invoke a mean{eld assumption
which is equivalent to assuming that individuals within the population interact
with each other in proportion to the average population density. Implementing
such assumptions implies that the dynamics of the system are unaected by
spatial structure, such as the formation of patches or clusters within the pop-
ulation. Recent theoretical developments have introduced a class of models,
known as moment dynamics models, which aim to account for the dynamics of
individuals, pairs of individuals, triplets of individuals and so on. Such models
enable us to describe the dynamics of populations with clustering, however,
little progress has been made with regard to applying moment dynamics mod-
els to experimental data. Here, we report new experimental results describing
the formation of a monolayer of cells using two dierent cell types: 3T3 brob-
last cells and MDA MB 231 breast cancer cells. Our analysis indicates that the
3T3 broblast cells are relatively motile and we observe that the 3T3 broblast
monolayer forms without clustering. Alternatively, the MDA MB 231 cells are
less motile and we observe that the MDA MB 231 monolayer formation is asso-
ciated with signicant clustering. We calibrate a moment dynamics model and
a standard mean{eld model to both data sets. Our results indicate that the
mean{eld and moment dynamics models provide similar descriptions of the
3T3 broblast monolayer formation whereas these two models give very dier-
ent predictions for the MDA MD 231 monolayer formation. These outcomes
indicate that standard mean{eld models of collective cell behaviour are not
always appropriate and that care ought to be exercised when implementing
such a model.
Keywords cell migration  cell proliferation  monolayer development 
clusters  patchiness
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1 Introduction
Continuum models of collective population dynamics typically invoke a mean{
eld assumption implying that individuals within the population interact with
each other in proportion to their average density (Law and Dieckmann, 2000;
Law et al., 2003). The mean{eld assumption can be invoked explicitly, such as
in the case of considering a lattice{based discrete random walk model where an
approximate partial dierential equation (pde) or ordinary dierential equa-
tion (ode) description is derived by assuming that the occupancy status of
lattice sites are independent (e.g. Deroulers et al., 2009; Penington et al.,
2011; Penington et al., 2012, Plank and Simpson, 2012; Simpson et al., 2011).
Alternatively, the mean{eld assumption can be invoked implicitly, such as
in the case of applying standard ode or pde descriptions of collective cell be-
haviour without necessarily considering the underlying discrete process (e.g.
Maini et al., 2004a; Maini et al., 2004b, Sengers et al., 2007; Sherratt and Mur-
ray, 1990; Swanson et al., 2003; Tremel et al., 2009). Invoking the mean{eld
assumption implies that the dynamics of the system is unaected by spatial
structure, such as the formation of patches or clusters of individuals (Bolker
and Pacala, 1997; Law and Dieckmann, 2000; Law et al., 2003; Simpson et al.,
2010a).
Great progress has been made in developing continuum models that relax
the mean{eld assumption for various applications including surface chemistry
reactions (Mai et al., 1993; Mai et al., 1994), interacting plant communities
(Bolker and Pacala, 1997; Law and Dieckmann, 2000; Law et al., 2003), infec-
tious disease progression (Dangereld et al., 2008; Keeling et al., 1997; Sharkey,
2008; Sharkey, 2011) and point particle birth{death processes (Young et al.,
2001). Our recent work has focused on adapting these techniques to discrete
models of cell migration, proliferation and death processes which include nite
size eects by allowing, at most, only one agent to occupy a particular loca-
tion in space. This theoretical work implies that rapid cell proliferation (Baker
and Simpson, 2010; Simpson and Baker, 2011) or strong cell{to{cell adhesion
(Johnston et al., 2012) can lead to clustering (Simpson et al., 2010a). Our
theoretical work has shown that alternative models, based on studying the
dynamics of individuals, pairs of individuals, triplets of individuals, and so on
(Bolker and Pacala, 1997; Illian et al., 2008; Law and Dieckmann, 2000; Law
et al., 2003; Murrell et al., 2004) together with an appropriate moment closure
approximation (Hansen and McDonald, 2006; Singer, 2004), gives an improved
prediction of the system behaviour (Baker and Simpson, 2010; Simpson and
Baker, 2011; Johnston et al., 2012). We refer to such models as moment dy-
namics models.
In this manuscript we present a combined experimental and modelling
study where our recently{developed moment dynamics models are applied to
new experimental measurements. We consider a two{dimensional assay where
an initially{uniform population of cells are placed on a tissue culture plate
and monitored in real time as the cells move and proliferate to form a mono-
layer. Two cell types are considered: 3T3 broblast cells (3T3 cells) and MDA
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MB 231 breast cancer cells (231 cells). Visual observations indicate that the
3T3 broblast cells remain approximately spatially uniform as the monolayer
forms. Conversely, the 231 breast cancer cell monolayer displays signicant
clustering. Separate measurements of the random motility of the cells (cell
diusivity) and the population growth are made for both cell types allow-
ing us to calibrate a standard mean{eld model and a more sophisticated
moment dynamics model to the growth data. Our results indicate that the
mean{eld model and the moment dynamics model give similar results for the
3T3 broblast cell monolayer formation. Alternatively, the mean{eld model
and the moment dynamics model lead to very dierent predictions for the 231
monolayer formation. The presence, or absence, of clustering in the experimen-
tal data is conrmed by separately calculating a spatial index which allows us
to quantitatively assess whether the spatial distribution of individuals is uni-
form or clustered (Binder and Landman, 2011; Phelps and Tucker, 2006). We
conclude by reiterating that continuum models based on the mean{eld as-
sumption should not be applied to population dynamics problems where cell
clustering is present, and we also outline further extensions to our modelling
and experimental work.
2 Methods
2.1 Experimental Methods
3T3 culture. Murine broblast 3T3 cells (Todaro and Green, 1963) were cul-
tured in Dulbecco's modied Eagle medium (Invitrogen, Australia) supple-
mented with 5% fetal calf serum (FCS) (Hyclone, New Zealand), 2mM L-
glutamine (Invitrogen) and 1% v/v Penicillin/Streptomycin (Invitrogen) in
5% CO2 at 37
oC. Monolayers of 3T3 cells were cultured in T175 cm2 tissue
culture asks (Nunc, Thermo Scientic, Denmark). Cells were lifted just prior
to conuence using 0.05% trypsin (Invitrogen). Viable cells were counted using
a Trypan blue exclusion test and a haemocytometer.
MDA MB 231 culture. This breast cancer cell line (Cailleau et al., 1974) was
maintained in Dulbecco's modied Eagle medium (Invitrogen) supplemented
with 10% FCS (Hyclone) and 1% v/v Penicillin/Streptomycin (Invitrogen).
The cells were cultured in 5% CO2 at 37
oC. Monolayers of 231 cells were cul-
tured in T175 cm2 tissue culture asks (Nunc, Thermo Scientic, Denmark).
Cells were lifted just prior to conuence using 0.05% trypsin (Invitrogen, Aus-
tralia). Viable cells were counted using a Trypan blue exclusion test and a
haemocytometer.
Imaging of monolayer formation. Two dierent densities of cell suspension
were used; 5,000, and 25,000 cells/100 L. The cell suspension was carefully
introduced into wells of a 24{well tissue culture plate so that some wells con-
tained 5,000 cells initially (N = 3) and others contained 25,000 cells initially
(N = 3). Cells were monitored in real time using a Leica AFLX 6000 wideeld
microscope. Image sequences were acquired at a magnication of 10x. A series
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of images, each covering an area of 640 m  480 m, was recorded every
hour over a period of 48 hours.
2.2 Modelling Methods
We consider a model of cell motility and proliferation which has been de-
scribed, and analysed, previously (Baker and Simpson, 2010). The model can
be implemented using a discrete random{walk framework (Codling et al., 2008)
and the continuum limit of the model can be obtained by techniques outlined
in (Baker and Simpson, 2010). In brief, the discrete model consists of a two{
dimensional square lattice with lattice spacing . Each site may be occupied
by, at most, one agent. Each agent has a transition rate Pm per unit time
of moving to another lattice site and a proliferation rate Pp per unit time of
giving birth to another agent. We suppose that motility events take place so
that a motile agent at location (x; y) will attempt to step to (x; y  ) or
(x ; y) such that each target site is chosen with equal probability of 1/4.
Similarly, a proliferative agent at site (x; y) will attempt to deposit a daughter
agent at (x; y) or (x; y) such that each target site is chosen with equal
probability 1/4. The model is an exclusion process (Liggett, 1999) in the sense
that potential movement and proliferation events can only take place if the
target site is vacant. We will consider the case where the initial distribution of
agents is spatially uniform and we denote the number of agents on the lattice
at time t by Q(t). Discrete simulations of this process can be performed us-
ing the Gillespie algorithm (Baker and Simpson, 2010; Gillespie, 1977). Such
simulations of this discrete model have been presented, at length, previously
(Baker and Simpson, 2010). Here, we focus on applying a moment dynamics
description of this discrete process to a new set of experimental data so that
we can explore the implications of invoking the mean{eld assumption.
To model the discrete system we use k-point distribution functions (Mai
et al., 1993; Mai et al., 1994), (k) (k = 1; 2; : : :), to gain information about
the correlations between occupancy of dierent lattice sites. Essentially, the
(k) functions are multivariate probability distribution functions describing the
occupancy of k-tuplets of lattice sites. We use l, m and n to denote various
lattice sites, and l 2 f0; Ag to be the lattice variable describing the state of
site l. For k = 1 we have
(1)(Al) = cl; 
(1)(0l) = 1  cl; (1)
where cl is the density of agents at site l. In other words, 
(1)(Al) is the prob-
ability of nding an agent at site l, while (1)(0l) is the probability of nding
site l vacant. Our lattice and initial conditions are translationally invariant
so that cl represents the density of agents at any site l and we will hence-
forth drop the subscript notation. The assumption of translational invariance
also simplies our analysis since it means that we do not explicitly consider
boundary eects.
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For our initial condition, the distribution function with k = 2 depends only
on the distance between two lattice sites, r = jl   mj  . The correlation
function (Mai et al., 1993; Mai et al., 1994) can be dened as
F (jl  mj) = 
(2)(Al; Am)
(1)(Al)(1)(Am)
: (2)
The correlation function has a relatively straightforward physical interpreta-
tion. Setting F (jl  mj) = 1 implies that the occupancy status of sites l and
m are independent. Alternatively, if F (jl  mj) 6= 1 the occupancy status of
sites l and m are correlated and the mean{eld assumption is violated. If
F (r) > 1, pairs of agents at distance r are more abundant than the mean{eld
density, whereas if F (r) < 1 pairs of agents at distance r are less abundant
than the mean{eld density. Intuitively, we expect that the occupancy status
of distant sites will be uncorrelated so that we have an asymptotic condition
F (jl  mj)! 1 as jl  mj ! 1.
Following the approach outlined in Baker and Simpson (2010), we now de-
velop expressions for the time rate of change of the 1- and 2-point distribution
functions. For the 1-point distribution functions we have
d(1)(Al)
dt
= Pm
X
n
n;l
4
h
(2)(0l; An)  (2)(Al; 0n)
i
(3)
+Pp
X
n
n;l
4
(2)(0l; An);
where n;l = 1 if l and n are nearest neighbour sites and n;l = 0 otherwise.
The summation in equation (3) is considered to be over n, which represents
all sites on the lattice except site l. Each term on the right of equation (3)
corresponds to a potential motility or proliferation event that would alter
the occupancy of site l. For example, each positive term proportional to Pm
represents the potential conguration where site l is vacant and one of the
nearest neighbour lattice sites is occupied so that the agent in question could
step to site l thereby increasing the density of site l. A similar interpretation
of the remaining terms on the right of equation (3) can be given. Baker and
Simpson (2010) show that equation (3) simplies to
dc
dt
= Pp c (1  F ()c) : (4)
If we assume that the occupancies of neighbouring sites are independent, and
F ()  1, equation (4) reduces to the logistic equation, dc=dt = Pp c (1  c),
which is the standard mean{eld representation of this discrete process (Simp-
son et al., 2010b). We note that the logistic equation is independent of the
motility rate, Pm, and we will discuss the consequences of this in Sections 3.3
and 3.4.
To solve equation (4) without invoking the mean{eld assumption, we must
also solve for F (), and we achieve this by considering the time evolution of
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the 2-point distribution functions. Here, we have
d(2)(Al; Am)
dt
= Pm
X
n 6=l
n;m
4
h
(3)(Al; 0m; An)  (3)(Al; Am; 0n)
i
+Pm
X
n6=m
n;l
4
h
(3)(0l; Am; An)  (3)(Al; Am; 0n)
i
+Pp
24X
n 6=l
n;m
4
(3)(Al; 0m; An) +
X
n 6=m
n;l
4
(3)(0l; Am; An)
35
+Pp
l;m
4
h
(2)(Al; 0m) + 
(2)(0l; Am)
i
: (5)
Each term on the right of equation (5) corresponds to a potential motility or
proliferation event that would alter the probability of nding a pair of agents at
sites l andm. For example, the rst term on the right of equation (5) represents
a triplet conguration where site l is occupied, site m is vacant, and one of the
nearest neighbour sites ofm is occupied so that if that nearest neighbour agent
moves into sitem, a new pair of agents at l andm will be formed. All remaining
terms on the right of equation (5) can be interpreted in a similar way. It is
relevant to note that the time rate of change of the pair density, (2)(Al; Am),
can be either increased or decreased through motility events in the discrete
model since agent movement can either lead to the formation of new pairs of
agents, or the destruction of existing pairs of agents. Alternatively, the time
rate of change of the pair density, (2)(Al; Am), can only ever increase through
proliferation events in the discrete model since agent proliferation can lead to
the formation of new pairs but never leads to the destruction of existing pairs
of agents.
Equation (5) can be combined with equation (2) and simplied to show
how the correlation functions at each distance evolve in time, namely,
dF
dt
(jl  mj) = Pm
2
X
n 6=l
n;m [F (jl   nj)  F (jl  mj)]
 2Pp [1  cF ()]F (jl  mj) + Pp
2 c
l;m [1  cF ()]
+
Pp
2c2
X
n 6=l
n;m 
(3)(Al; 0m; An): (6)
To close equation (6) we need to express the remaining (3) terms as (2)
terms and we do this by using the Kirkwood superposition approximation
(ksa), which can be written as (Hansen and McDonald, 2006; Singer, 2004)
(3)(Al; Am; An) =
(2)(Al; Am)
(2)(Al; An)
(2)(Am; An)
(1)(Al)(1)(Am)(1)(An)
: (7)
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The ksa allows us to write
dF
dt
(jl  mj) = Pm
2
F^ (jl  mj)  2Pp [1  cF ()]F (jl  mj)
+
Pp
2c
l;m [1  cF ()]
+
Pp
2(1  c) [1  cF ()] [1  cF (jl  mj)]

24F^ (jl  mj) +X
n6=l
n;mF (jl  mj)
35 ; (8)
where F^ (jl  mj) is the discrete lattice Laplacian
F^ (jl  mj) =
X
n 6=l
n;m [F (jl  mj)  F (jl  mj)] : (9)
To make predictions using the moment dynamics model we solve equation
(4) for c and equation (8) for F (r) simultaneously (Baker and Simpson, 2010).
We solve a truncated system by solving equation (8) for F (r) considering all
appropriate increasing lattice distances   r  rmax with F (r)  1 for
r > rmax (Baker and Simpson, 2010). For all results reported here we solved
the truncated system by setting rmax = 5 and re{solved the system with
rmax = 10 to ensure that the dierent truncations give similar results. In
practice, our model involves relatively short{range correlations and we nd
that setting rmax = 5 is sucient to capture these details. We note that
the equivalent mathematical expression for equation (8) in Baker and Simpson
(2010) contained a typographical error which has been corrected here. This
typographical error did not aect the results in Baker and Simpson (2010),
and it does not aect the results presented here.
3 Results
3.1 Visual observations of monolayer development
Snapshots of the growth processes are shown in Figure 1. Although images
were recorded over a period of 48 hours, we found that it became increasingly
dicult to distinguish between individual cells within the monolayer towards
the end of this time period as the cell density increased signicantly. To alle-
viate this we choose to focus on data from the rst 25 hours of the experiment
where the cell density is suciently low that we can accurately identify the
location of individual cells within the growing population. Images in Figure
1(a){(c) show the distribution of 3T3 broblast cells during the rst 24 hours.
To highlight the position of each cell within the growing population we have
superimposed a red square onto the centre of each cell. These three snapshots
show the same eld of view, which indicates that the cell density increases
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rapidly during this period. Importantly, we see that the spatial distribution of
these cells appears to be uniform with no obvious development of patchiness
or clustering over the 24 hours period shown in Figure 1.
Images in Figure 1(d){(f) show the distribution of MDA MB 231 breast
cancer cells during the rst 24 hours. We superimposed a red square onto the
centre of each cell to highlight the location of individual 231 cells amongst
the growing population. These three snapshots show the same eld of view,
which indicates that, as for the 3T3 broblast cells, the number of the 231 cells
increases rapidly during this period. Unlike the 3T3 cells, however, the spatial
distribution of 231 cells is not uniform. In particular, we see that certain regions
in the image that are initially vacant, such as the region illustrated with the
black square (Figure 1(d)), remains vacant at t = 12 and t = 24 hours (Figure
1(e){(f)). Unlike the 3T3 cells, it is possible to visually identify a particular
231 cell at t = 0, such as the cell highlighted in the solid circle (Figure 1(d)),
which can be clearly identied at t = 12 and t = 24 hours indicating that this
cell is relatively immobile (Figure 1(e){(f)). The mechanisms leading to the
formation of clusters can also be quantitatively identied from the images in
Figure 1 since we can identify certain cells, such as the cell highlighted in the
dotted circle (Figure 1(d)), that proliferate several times during the period
over which the images were recorded. Since the original mother cell and the
new daughter cells undergo relatively little movement, we observe a discrete
cluster, or patch of cells forming over time as a result (Figure 1(e){(f)).
In summary, our visual interpretation of the MDA MB 231 and 3T3 brob-
last cell growth process suggests that the 231 population displays signicant
spatial patterning whereas the 3T3 population remains relatively uniform. We
will now apply both a standard mean{eld model and the more detailed mo-
ment dynamics model to both these data sets to explore the signicance of the
role of the spatial patterning and cluster development in these experiments.
3.2 Estimating the random motility rate
Our visual inspection of the data in Figure 1 suggests that the 3T3 broblast
cells are relatively motile whereas the MDA MB 231 breast cancer cells are less
motile. To quantify this dierence we estimate the motility of both cell types
by analysing many individual cell trajectories. To characterise the intrinsic
motility rate in the absence of cell{to{cell crowding eects, we analyse trajec-
tories of isolated cells that do not interact with other cells over the duration
of that particular trajectory. Since isolated cells were more easily identied
within the low density experiments, where 5,000 cells were placed into each
tissue culture well, we focus on trajectories from these low density experiments
rather than the higher density experiments where 25,000 cells were placed into
each tissue culture well.
Since cells are initially placed into the tissue culture well approximately
uniformly, we do not expect, and we do not observe on average, any biased
motion. To characterise the motility we estimate the squared displacement of
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Fig. 1 Snapshots of the population of 3T3 broblast cells (a){(c) and the population of
MDA MB 231 breast cancer cells (d){(f) at t = 0; 12 and 24 hours, as indicated. In each
experiment, 25,000 cells were initially placed approximately uniformly into the 15.6 mm di-
ameter wells of a 24{well tissue culture plate. The snapshots were taken at a random location
within the well and our snapshots at dierent times focus on the same randomly{located
window of dimension 640 m  480 m. The location of individual cells within the window
is indicated by a red square and the scale bar corresponds to 100 m. Certain properties
of the growth process of the 231 cells are indicated. The solid square illustrates a region of
space that is initially vacant and remains vacant over the 24 hour period, the solid circle
indicates the location of an individual 231 breast cancer cell that remains relatively station-
ary over the 24 hour period, and the dotted circle indicates the location of an individual
231 breast cancer cell that undergoes several proliferation events and relatively few motility
events so that we observe the development of a patch or cluster of cells over time.
both the x{coordinate and the y{coordinate of each trajectory
x2(t) = (x(t)  x(0))2; y2(t) = (y(t)  y(0))2; (10)
where x(t) is the x{coordinate of the location of the tagged cell after time t,
and y(t) is the y{coordinate of the tagged cell after time t. An estimate of
the random motility coecient (diusivity), in each orthogonal direction, is
obtained using a standard approach (Hughes, 1995) by tting a straight line
to the data
x2(t) = 2Dxt; y
2(t) = 2Dyt; (11)
where Dx and Dy are the diusivities in the orthogonal x and y directions,
respectively (Cai et al., 2007; Hughes, 1995). We note that this standard ap-
proach makes the simplifying assumption that the diusivities are constant
and do not change over time (Massey et al., 2012). Data in Figure 2(b){(c)
show the x2(t) and y2(t) values for the particular cell shown in Figure 2(a),
obtained over a period of 10 hours. If we treat the trajectory of the cell in
Figure 2(a) alone, the straight line regression for this one trajectory, shown in
Figure 2(b){(c), gives Dx = 133:4 m
2/hour, and Dy = 70:7 m
2/hour. We
emphasise that these estimates correspond to data from one trajectory only
and that the trajectory of one cell corresponds to one experimental realisa-
tion of the stochastic process. To obtain an average estimate of diusivity we
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Fig. 2 Motility estimates of 3T3 broblast cells and MDA MB 231 breast cancer cells. An
image of an isolated 3T3 cell is shown in (a) together with the observed trajectory of that
cell recorded over a period of 10 hours. The scale bar is 25 m indicating that   25
m. Results in (b){(c) show the squared displacement data, x2(t) and y2(t), respectively,
corresponding to the trajectory of the cell shown in (a). An image of an isolated 231 cell is
shown in (d). The scale bar is 25 m indicating that   25 m. Results in (e){(f) show the
squared displacement data, x2(t) and y2(t), respectively, corresponding to the trajectory of
the cell shown in (d). Note that the squared displacement data in (e){(f) is shown at the
same scale as the equivalent data for the 3T3 trajectory in (b){(c) to emphasise that the 231
cells are much less motile than the 3T3 cells. The details of the 231 squared displacement
data, x2(t) and y2(t), together with the straight line regression, is shown in an appropriately
re{scaled inset in (e){(f).
repeated the same process for another 39 trajectories. In total, we measured
x2(t) and y2(t) for 40 individual trajectories, giving us 40 estimates each of
Dx and Dy. The duration for which we analysed each trajectory was dier-
ent since some trajectories took a long time before that particular cell collided
with others, whereas some trajectories encountered a cell{to{cell collision after
a relatively short period. The shortest trajectory we considered was 3.9 hours,
and the average duration of all 40 trajectories was 10.8 hours. Averaging our
estimates over the sample of 40 trajectories gave us hDx(3T3)i = 107:7 27:3
m2/hour and hDy(3T3)i = 99:7  18:8 m2/hour, where we have chosen to
characterise the variability in our estimates using the standard error. These
diusivity estimates indicate that there is very little dierence between the
observed random motility in the two orthogonal directions, as we might have
anticipated. Therefore, we will characterise the motility of 3T3 cells using a
constant diusivity, D, that is independent of direction which we obtain by
averaging our 80 estimates to give hD(3T3)i = 103:7 23:0 m2/hour.
The diusivity of the 231 breast cancer cells was estimated using the same
procedure. Data in Figure 2(e){(f) show x2(t) and y2(t) for the cell shown
in Figure 2(d), which was analysed over a period of 10 hours. The straight
line regression for this one particular trajectory gives Dx = 4:2 m
2/hour and
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Dy = 0:6 m
2/hour, suggesting that this particular cell is far less motile than
the 3T3 cell shown in Figure 2(a). Averaging over 40 equivalent trajectories
gives us hDx(231)i = 6:11:4 m2/hour and hDy(231)i = 6:31:4 m2/hour,
which again indicates that there is very little dierence between the observed
motility of cells in the x and the y, as expected. Therefore, we average the
entire data set and treat the diusivity as a constant that is independent
of direction to give hD(231)i = 6:2  1:4 m2/hour. The shortest trajectory
for the MDA MB 231 cells was 9 hours, and the average duration of all 40
trajectories was 24.1 hours.
Our estimates of diusivity can be converted into an equivalent motility
rate, Pm, since we have D = (Pm
2)=4 (Baker and Simpson, 2010) giving
Pm(3T3) = 0:66 0:15 hour 1 and Pm(231) = 0:04 0:01 hour 1. To obtain
these estimates we assume that the diameter of both cells types is   25 m,
which is consistent with the images in Figure 2(a) and (d). Comparing the
motility rates indicates that the 231 cells are more than an order of magnitude
less motile than the 3T3 cells. This major dierence in cell motility will have no
consequence when we apply the standard mean{eld model to the cell growth
process since the standard mean{eld model, equation (4) with F () = 1,
is independent of Pm. Alternatively, we expect that the dierence in motility
rate will have a signicant inuence when we apply the moment dynamics
model, given by equations (4) and (8), since the dynamics of the correlation
functions depends on Pm.
3.3 Using experimental data to estimate the proliferation rate: Traditional
mean{eld model
We will rst estimate the growth rate, Pp, for both cell types using a tradi-
tional mean{eld model. To be consistent with the discrete model described
in Section 2.2, we assume that the carrying capacity density corresponds to
the maximum packing of circles on a square lattice. This implies that the
640 m  480 m inspection window in Figure 1 will approximately accom-
modate a maximum of K = 500 cells of diameter 25 m. With this estimate,
the nondimensional density of cells is given by c(t) = Q(t)=K, where Q(t) is
the number of cells present in the inspection window at time t. Data in Figure
3(a) and (d) show the increase in nondimensional cell density with time for
the rst 25 hours of the experiment. The density curves represent averaged
cell density data and were constructed using three identically{prepared experi-
mental data sets. These data indicate that the density increases approximately
2.5 times during this time interval for both cell types.
The traditional mean{eld model of monolayer development without clus-
tering eects is given by equation (4), with F ()  1, which has the solution
c(t) =
c(0)ePpt
1 + c(0)(ePpt   1) : (12)
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Fig. 3 Experimental density data in (a) and (d) shows the increase in cell density over
the rst 25 hours of the experiment for the 3T3 broblast cells and MDA MB 231 breast
cancer cells, respectively. Results are presented as an average calculated for three identically{
prepared experimental observations, and the error bar corresponds to the standard error.
The density data in (a) and (d) are included in (b) and (e) (solid lines) together with
the solution of equations (4) and (8) with Pp chosen to minimise the least{squares error
between the experimental data and the solution of the moment dynamics model during the
interval t  25 hours. The calibrated model was also used to predict the density prole over
a longer interval, t  108 hours (dotted), to show the expected behaviour of the system
as the density increases towards conuence. The prole in (b) corresponds to the moment
dynamics model with Pp(3T3) = 0:056 hour 1 and Pm(3T3) = 0:66 hour 1. The prole
in (e) corresponds to the solution of the moment dynamics models with Pp(231) = 0:069
hour 1 and Pm(231) = 0:04 hour 1. Proles in (c) and (f) show the evolution of F ()
from the solution of equations (4) and (8) for the 3T3 and 231 data, respectively. Results
are presented as a mean (solid line) together with an upper and lower bound (dotted lines),
where the upper and lower bounds are obtained by solving the moment dynamics model
with the parameters chosen to be the mean plus or minus one standard error. Proles in (c)
correspond to Pp(3T3) = 0:056 hour 1 and Pm(3T3) = 0:66  0:15 hour 1. Results in (f)
correspond to Pp(231) = 0:069 hour 1 and Pm(231) = 0:04  0:01 hour 1. All numerical
solutions of the moment dynamics model correspond to rmax = 5 and h = 0:01 hours.
To estimate the growth rate we tted equation (12) to the density data
in Figures 3(a) and (d) for the rst 25 hours of the experiment. The tting
was done by setting c(0) = 0:18 for the 3T3 broblast cells and c(0) = 0:17
for the 231 cells, as given by the average data in Figures 3(a) and (d). For
each cell type we estimated the proliferation rate such that it minimised the
least{squares error,
E =
sPk
i=1[ce(ti)  cm(ti)]2
k
; (13)
where ce(ti) is the experimentally{observed density at time ti, cm(ti) is the
density predicted by the model at time t, and k is the number of observation
points. We found that choosing Pp(3T3) = 0:055 hour
 1 and Pp(231) = 0:055
hour 1 gave a minimum value for E.
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3.4 Estimating the proliferation rate: Moment dynamics model
To model the monolayer formation without invoking a mean{eld assumption
we apply equations (4) and (8) to the data in Figures 3(a) and (d). We solve
equations (4) and (8) numerically using a fourth order Runge{Kutta method
with constant step size h (Baker and Simpson, 2010) and we make the sim-
plifying assumption that the initial distribution of cells are located at random
giving F (r) = 1, 8r at t = 0.
Using the numerical solutions of equations (4) and (8), we found the pro-
liferation rate, Pp, that minimised E in equation (13) for the data in Figure
3(a) and (d). For the 3T3 broblast cells, this gave Pp(3T3) = 0:056 hour
 1,
which is just 2% larger than the proliferation rate predicted using the tradi-
tional mean{eld model, equation (12). For the 231 cells, we found an optimal
proliferation rate of Pp(231) = 0:069 hour
 1, which is 25% greater than the
proliferation rate obtained by tting the the traditional mean{eld model in
Section 3.3.
Results in Figure 3(b) and (e) show the evolution of the density, c(t),
as predicted by the solution of equations (4) and (8) using the proliferation
rate chosen to provide the best match to the observed data. The solution of
the moment dynamics model is shown over a period of 108 hours which is a
sucient time for the population density to approach the carrying capacity,
c(t)  1. The moment dynamics solution is superimposed on the observed
density data collected over the rst 25 hours of the experiment, conrming that
our choices of Pp(3T3) = 0:056 hour
 1 and Pp(231) = 0:069 hour 1 provide
excellent matches to the observed growth data. The corresponding evolution
of the correlation function, F (), is shown in Figure 3(c) and (f). Here we see
that F () for the 3T3 broblast data remains relatively close to unity for all
time. This is consistent with our nding of a relatively large value of Pm for the
3T3 cells since a rapid rate of agent motility in the discrete model can act to
reduce the density of pairs of agents that are produced by proliferation events,
as illustrated in equation (5). In contrast, the evolution of F () for the 231
data increases well above unity before decaying to unity relatively slowly. This
increase in the correlation function, F (), for the 231 data is a consequence of
the relatively small motility rate for these cells. The reduced motility means
that the density of pairs of agents produced by proliferation in the equivalent
discrete process is reduced slowly by relatively infrequent motility events.
Comparison of the evolution of the correlation function, F (), in Figure
3(c) and (f) is consistent with the dierences we observe in our estimates
of Pp using the mean{eld and moment dynamics models. The 3T3 correla-
tion function (Figure 3(c)) remains relatively close to unity for all time which
means that the moment dynamics model is reasonably well approximated by
the mean{eld model since equation (4) simplies to the standard mean{eld
logistic equation when F ()  1. This is also consistent with our observation
that the calibrated moment dynamics model predicts a proliferation rate that
is just 2% larger than the mean{eld model for the 3T3 broblast cell data.
In this case, the dierence in the growth rate predicted by the moment dy-
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namics model and the traditional mean{eld model is practically negligible,
indicating that there is little advantage in using the moment dynamics model.
Conversely, the correlation function for the 231 cells (Figure 3(f)), increases
to a maximum of approximately 1.45 and before decaying to unity relatively
slowly suggesting that we have a signicant dierence between the mean{eld
and the moment dynamics models for this data set. This is consistent with
our parameter estimates which indicate that the growth rate in the moment
dynamics model is 25% larger than the proliferation rate predicted by the
traditional mean{eld model.
Figure 3(c) and (f) also provides an indication of the sensitivity of the
results of the moment dynamics model to our estimates of the motility rate.
The solid line in Figure 3(c) and (f) shows the evolution of the correlation
function for our estimates of the motility rates, Pm(3T3) = 0:66 hour
 1 and
Pm(231) = 0:04 hour
 1. We also superimpose lower and upper bounds of the
correlation function, obtained by re{solving equations (4) and (8) using the
upper bounds (Pm(3T3) = 0:81 hour
 1, Pm(231) = 0:05 hour 1) and lower
bounds (Pm(3T3) = 0:51 hour
 1, Pm(231) = 0:03 hour 1) of the motility
rates, while holding all other parameters constant. We found that the solution
of the moment dynamics model for the nondimensional density, c(t), was less
sensitive to the variability in the motility rate than the correlation function,
F (). Therefore we do not show upper and lower bounds for the nondimen-
sional density data in Figure 3(b) and (e).
3.5 Spatial statistics
Our results in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 indicate that the development of the 231
monolayer is associated with signicant short{range correlations and clustering
that are neglected by the usual mean{eld logistic description. Conversely, the
development of the 3T3 broblast monolayer is relatively unaected by short
range correlations, and consequently we observe that the moment dynamics
description of the growth rate is very similar to the standard mean{eld de-
scription. We now provide an independent, but complementary, analysis of the
spatial distribution of cells in the experiments. To do this we consider a rect-
angular domain, of dimensions X  Y , populated by Q(t) cells, each of which
occupies an average area s. We divide the spatial domain into M equally{
sized bins, and at each time t count the number of cells in bin j to give b(j; t).
With this information, we can calculate the expected number of cells per bin,
Q(t)=M , and the variance of the number of cells per bin. A scaled variance,
or index (Binder and Landman, 2011; Binder et al., 2011; Binder et al., 2012;
Hackett{Jones et al., 2011; Phelps and Tucker, 2006) can then be dened as
I(t) =
M
Q(t)2(M   1)
MX
j=1

b(j; t)  Q(t)
M
2
; (14)
where I(t) 2 [0; 1]. A value of I(t) = 1 corresponds to maximum segregation
where all cells lie in one bin, whereas I(t) = 0 corresponds to a perfectly
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uniform distribution where each bin contains exactly the expected number
of cells, Q(t)=M . Although the perfectly uniform distribution is theoretically
possible, it is not often realised in practice. Instead, a more realistic situation
occurs when each object is equally likely to reside in any bin which is known
as the complete spatial randomness (CSR) state (Binder and Landman, 2011;
Phelps and Tucker, 2006). Exact expressions for the index at the CSR limit
have been derived previously (Binder and Landman, 2011), and it has been
shown that when the size of the object is much less than the size of the
domain, s  XY , we can approximate the index at the CSR limit (Binder
and Landman, 2011; Binder et al., 2011; Binder et al., 2012; Hackett{Jones et
al., 2011; Phelps and Tucker, 2006) by the simplied expression
I^(t)  1
Q(t)
  s
XY
: (15)
To make use of equations (14) and (15), we can take a given distribution of
objects and a given spatial partition to calculate I(t) and I^(t). Averaging these
results over several experimental realisations of the process gives hI(t)i and
hI^(t)i. Comparing estimates of hI(t)i and hI^(t)i provides a quantitative mea-
sure of the departure from the CSR state. Distributions with hI(t)i  hI^(t)i
are close to the CSR state (Hackett{Jones et al., 2011) whereas distributions
with hI(t)i > hI^(t)i are characterised by clusters or patches in the spatial
distribution.
Results in Figure 4(a) and (d) illustrate a snapshot of the distribution
after 12 hours for the 3T3 and 231 cells, respectively. We will now describe
how to calculate hI(t)i and hI^(t)i for these kinds of images. It is convenient to
perform the spatial analysis in terms of pixels rather than the physical spatial
dimensions since the images are electronically stored in dimensions of pixels.
To do this we convert the average cell area, s = 252=4 m2, into pixels.
The area of the spatial domain ( 308000 m2) is the same for both types
of experimental images. However, the resolution of the images for the two cell
types is dierent (3T3: 3:61920 105 pixels, 231: 2:03580 105 pixels), giving
us two dierent values of s^ measured in pixels.
Figure 4(b) and (e) highlights the location of each cell in Figure 4(a) and
(d) superimposed on a regular partition of the domain. The proles in Figure
4(c) and (f) shows the temporal variation in hI(t)i and hI^(t)i for the 3T3 and
231 data, averaged over three independent realisations, respectively. For both
cell types, at each time point, the average value of hI(t)i has been calculated
for two dierent partitions. In each case the ner partition contains approxi-
mately twice as many bins as the coarser partition. Our estimates of hI(t)i for
both cell types appear to be approximately independent of the number of bins
used in the partition as shown in Figure 4(c) and (f). Comparing the average
index values and the corresponding CSR limit shows that the average index
for the 3T3 broblast cell distribution is slightly less than the CSR limiting
value, indicating that the distribution of 3T3 cells is close to the CSR state.
Conversely, the average index for the 231 cells is above the CSR limit, indicat-
ing that the distribution of 231 cells is nonuniform. This dierence conrms
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Fig. 4 Spatial statistics analysis. Images in (a) and (d) show the distribution of 3T3 -
broblast and MDA MB 231 cells after t = 12 hours, respectively. The scale bar corresponds
to 100 m. Results in (b) and (e) show the location of each cell in (a) and (d), together
with the partition of the domain used to calculate I(t). The partition in (b) corresponds to
M = 40 equally{sized bins whereas the partition in (e) corresponds to M = 54 equally{sized
bins. Proles in (c) and (f) show hI(t)i and hI^(t)i for the 3T3 and 231 cells, respectively.
The red (solid) curves in (c) and (f) correspond to the CSR limiting value, hI^(t)i, averaged
over three images at each time point. The green (dotted) curves in (c) and (f) correspond to
the index, hI(t)i, averaged over three images at each time point, for a partition with M = 40
and M = 54, respectively. The blue (dashed) curves in (c) and (f) correspond to the index,
hI(t)i, averaged over three images at each time point, for a ner partition with M = 80 and
M = 90, respectively. The size of the 3T3 cells is s^ = 577 pixels, and the size of the 231
cells is s^ = 325 pixels.
our visual interpretation of our results in Figure 1 and is also consistent with
our modelling results in Section 3.3 and 3.4.
4 Discussion and conclusion
Traditional models of collective cell behaviour typically invoke a mean{eld
assumption implying that individuals within the population interact with each
other in proportion to their average mean{eld density (Law and Dieckmann,
2000; Law et al., 2003). Invoking the mean{eld assumption, such as in the
application of reaction{diusion equations (Maini et al., 2004a; Maini et al.,
2004b, Sengers et al., 2007; Sherratt and Murray 1990; Swanson et al., 2003;
Tremel et al., 2009), implies that the dynamics of the system is unaected by
spatial structure, such as the formation of clusters or patchiness within the
population (Bolker and Pacala, 1997; Law and Dieckmann, 2000; Law et al.,
2003; Simpson et al., 2010a). Here, we report a series of experiments describing
the formation of a monolayer from an initially sparse and approximately uni-
form population of cells. Two dierent cell types are used and our experimental
results illustrate that some cells, such as the 3T3 broblast population, forms
a monolayer where the cells remain approximately spatially uniform as the
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population density increases. Alternatively, other cell types, such as the MDA
MB 231 breast cancer cells, develop a monolayer which involves signicant
clustering.
We described a discrete model of cell proliferation and motility with volume
exclusion eects and briey recalled how the average properties of the discrete
system can be described using a moment dynamics model. We also point out
that our moment dynamics model reduces to the usual logistic growth model
when correlations between the occupancy of lattice sites are neglected. Our
results illustrate that care is required when applying a mean{eld model to
experimental data. We show that it is possible to calibrate the standard mean{
eld logistic growth curve to both the 3T3 and 231 data: the simple calibration
procedure provides us with an estimate of the proliferation rate, however this
procedure alone does not provide us with any opportunity for testing whether
the mean{eld assumption inherent in the logistic growth model is valid. To
provide additional information we also apply the moment dynamics model to
the same data. Calibrating the moment dynamics model to both data sets
showed that the mean{eld growth rate and the moment dynamics growth
rate for the 3T3 broblast population are almost identical. The similarity of
the mean{eld and moment dynamics estimates indicates that the mean{eld
model is a reasonable description of 3T3 monolayer formation. Alternatively,
we found that the mean{eld growth rate for the 231 cell population under-
estimated the moment dynamics growth rate by 25%. The large dierence
between the mean{eld and moment dynamics growth rates for the 231 cells
indicates that the mean{eld model might not be appropriate to describe the
231 monolayer formation. This is consistent with our visual interpretation of
the 231 growth process which appears to involve signicant clustering. To
support our visual interpretation of the experimental images, we also used a
statistical measure which conrms the absence of clusters in the 3T3 popula-
tion and their presence in the 231 cell population.
The dierence between the mean{eld and moment dynamics growth rates
for the 231 breast cancer cell population highlights two key points that can
be easily overlooked when standard ode and pde models of collective cell be-
haviour are applied to experimental observations. First, our results indicate
that standard mean{eld models, such as the logistic equation, might not be
the most appropriate model to apply to a given data set. This is of particular
interest given that many experimental observations of collective cell behaviour
indicate that cell populations often involve signicant clustering (Hackett{
Jones et al., 2011b; Lah and Key, 2012; Tamm et al., 1994). Second, although
standard mean{eld models can be inappropriate for describing processes in-
volving clustering or patchy dynamics, these models can still be calibrated
to patchy or clustered data sets to produce a good match to the observed
data. Without any alternative modelling and interpretive techniques, such as
the moment dynamics model and spatial statistics analysis presented here, it
is dicult, if not impossible, to assess whether the mean{eld assumption is
reasonable.
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Although recent theoretical work has shown how to make modelling predic-
tions of collective cell behaviour without the standard mean{eld assumption
(Baker and Simpson, 2010; Simpson and Baker, 2011; Johnston et al., 2012),
we are unaware of any previous study that has applied moment dynamics
models to experimental observations of collective cell behaviour. Therefore,
this study is a rst attempt to demonstrate the possibility of using a mo-
ment dynamics model to interpret experimental observations with the aim of
examining the validity of the mean{eld assumption for applications in col-
lective cell behaviour. Although we have chosen to begin our work with a
relatively straightforward experimental system describing the development of
a two{dimensional monolayer, our study indicates that certain renements to
the experimental system and modelling approach are possible and could lead
to new insight into the role of the mean{eld assumption. For example, future
experimental investigations would benet from using a uorescent stain of the
cell nucleus (Suzuki et al., 1997) so we can identify the location of individ-
ual cells as the density increases toward conuence. Similarly, our moment
dynamics model assumes that the motion of individual cells is unaected by
cell{to{cell adhesion and it would also useful to include experimental mark-
ers of cell{to{cell adhesion (Shiozaki et al., 1991; Takeichi, 1991) so that we
can assess whether this assumption is reasonable or whether is necessary to
incorporate adhesion eects into the moment dynamics model (Johnston et
al., 2012). Our work could also be extended by considering spatially{variable
initial conditions, such as in a scratch assay (Maini et al., 2004a; Maini et
al., 2004b) or a barrier assay (Simpson et al., 2013) where a spatially{variable
moment dynamics model (Simpson and Baker, 2011) could be applied. Fi-
nally, our mathematical modelling platform could be extended by taking a
lattice{free approach (Codling et al., 2008). Very recent progress has been
made towards developing ode and pde descriptions of collective cell behaviour
with volume exclusion using a lattice{free framework and an eective mean{
eld assumption (Bruna and Chapman, 2012; Dyson et al., 2012; Plank and
Simpson, 2012); however, we are unaware of any similar developments using a
moment dynamics model of a lattice{free mechanism.
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